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69443

2012 Domaine Drouhin Pinot Noir

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$39.99

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"An elegant take on what is generally considered a big (as in ripe) vintage. The wine keeps the fruit in proportion and aims for overall finesse.
Pretty raspberry, cherry and mocha flavors are accented with a dash of dried herb." - Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast - 93pts

54565

2009 Maysara Pinot Noir Jamsheed McMinnville

$23.99

$21.99*

8%

"Fresh boysenberry and purple plum are garlanded with bitter-sweet flowers; tinged with brown spices; underlain with clean red meatiness;
and suffused with saliva-liberating salinity in a Pinot of refined tannins and outstanding persistence." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate 91pts

65447

2010 Domaine Serene Pinot Noir Yamhill Cuvee

$44.99

N/A

N/A

"A lively, lithe and inviting red, offering an array of red fruit, floral and spice overtones that come together on the focused and deftly balanced
finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

65855

2011 Aberrant Cellars Carpe Noctum Pinot Noir

$53.99

N/A

N/A

"Deeply ripe but ultimately infectiously juicy cherry and plum are garlanded with diverse flowers and underlain with mouthwatering roasted
red meat juiciness and marrowy richness. The piquancy of fruit pits and invigorating crunch of berry seeds are surpassed in efficacy by a
saliva-liberating streak of salinity allied to alkalinity and stoniness, as well as a lentil sprout-like burst of nutty and positively vegetal flavor, all
of which combine for a finish of dazzling interactive complexity and exhilarating energy that compels you to take the next sip." - Reviewed by:
The Wine Advocate - 94pts

66294

2010 Argyle Brut

$19.99

N/A

N/A

"Argyle’s 2010 Brut – nearly half each Chardonnay and Pinot – displays juicy lime, tangerine, grapefruit and apple, with citric and
malic cut buffered by subtle, lees-induced creaminess, and with a fine mousse. There is an impressive balance between density and sheer
sap on the one hand and levity and refreshment on the other. A saline streak serves for welcome saliva-inducement in a long, vibrant finish."
- Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91pts

53041

2010 Ponzi Pinot Noir Reserve

$55.99

N/A

N/A

"Light and refreshing, with delicate, zingy acidity under ripe currant and plum flavors, persisting gently and expressively on the transparent
finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

61967

2011 Ayoub Pinot Noir Memoirs

$35.99

N/A

N/A

"Ayoub’s 2011 Pinot Noir Memoirs is one of those 2011 Willamette Pinots with a radish-like bite and citrus oil piquancy; yet even when
taken together with a bright, crunchy expression of red berries, this offers a polished and incipiently rich if texturally spare mid-palate. Cherry
pit piquancy and saliva-liberating salinity – along with bite and sizzle of radish, cress and fresh ginger – inflect a long, invigorating finish."
- Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91pts

66091

2011 Shea Wine Cellars Pinot Noir Shea Vineyard Estate

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2011 Pinot Noir Shea Vineyard weighs in at just 13% alcohol, which I suspect plays a role in toning down or at least improving the
“fit” of the flavors that were extracted from its 50% share of new barrels. Crunchy and tart-edged pomegranate and cranberry are
mingled with a faint bite of horseradish both in the nose and on the firm, invigorating palate, underlain by forest floor diversity. Sappy and
finely tannic; vivacious without the least sense of thinness, this finishes with handsome and downright refreshing length." - Reviewed by: The
Wine Advocate - 91pts

54718

2011 Kelley Fox Pinot Noir Mirabai

$34.99

N/A

N/A

"Tart-edged, juicy fresh cherry and red currant, are steeped with pits, seeds and grapefruit rind and tinged with white pepper for an incisive,
invigoratingly piquant, and exhilaratingly refreshing performance that has much of non-malo white wine character – as well as, to be sure,
much that’s uniquely Pinot – about it. The saline savor and bursting finishing intensity left my salivary glands in a prolonged state of
palpitation. This extremely energetic and athletically lean Pinot should be fascinating not to mention stimulating to follow through at least
2022, and quite possibly well beyond." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

65856

2010 Kelley Fox Pinot Noir Momtazi Vineyard McMinnville

$39.99

N/A

"The energy and incisiveness on display here is matched by an athletic, sinewy sense of leanness and structure. Sour cherry and red currant,
holly berry and juniper – all in distilled as well as raw form; beet root and horseradish, inform the sappy fundament of this remarkable,
vibrant, grippingly piquant Pinot. Expect a mouth-shaking and enervating performance for the foreseeable future, and quite probably surplus
stamina past 2025." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A
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68985

2011 Domaine Serene Chardonnay Evenstad Reserve

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$55.99

N/A

N/A

"Sleek, silky and beautifully focused, with hints of lime blossom and clove accenting the pear and apple flavors, coming together on the
graceful finish. Has intensity without weight, lingering appealingly." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 93pts

59764

2011 Brooks Pinot Noir Janus

$28.99

N/A

N/A

"Fascinating aromas of sauteed shitakes, toasted nuts, fresh red currant, red raspberry and sour cherry in the Brooks flagship bottling 2011
Pinot Noir Janus lead to a predictably buoyant, bright and infectiously juicy, yet also richly nutty and savory palate performance. This finishes
with vibrant persistence – saliva-inducing salinity joining the nutty and fungal savor and pure, sappy, tart-edged berries." - Reviewed by:
The Wine Advocate - 91pts

52788

2010 Adelsheim Pinot Noir Elizabeth's Reserve

$49.99

N/A

N/A

"Bright red. A complex, highly perfumed bouquet evokes candied red fruits, rhubarb and allspice, with musky herb and vanilla nuances
building in the glass. Offers an array of red fruit flavors that put on weight and gain spiciness with air. A floral note comes up on the finish,
which clings with impressive tenacity and focus. I suspect that this wine will age nicely on its balance. But the way, the 2003 version of this
wine is drinking extremely well right now." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 92pts

60638

2010 J Christopher Pinot Noir Nuages Chehalem Mountain

$35.99

N/A

N/A

"Vivid ruby-red. Spicy, smoke-accented aromas of cherry pit, black raspberry and dried rose. Chewy and penetrating, offering subtly sweet
dark fruit flavors that pick up notes of bitter chocolate and succulent herbs with air. Lingers impressively on the finish, with fine-grained
tannins and a suave floral pastille quality." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 91pts

51638

2010 Arterberry Maresh Pinot Noir Weber Vineyard

$49.99

N/A

N/A

"Licorice, horehound, spruce, raspberry, and red currant inform an athletically lean, bright and penetratingly finishing Pinot that deserves
some time before revisiting and will surely be worth following for at least a decade." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91pts

60044

2011 Beaux Freres Pinot Noir The Beaux Freres Vineyard

$79.99

N/A

N/A

"This light and fragrant red is deftly balanced, allowing the cinnamon- and pepper-accented cherry and raspberry flavors to step forward with
presence and depth. The wine lingers with intensity and weightlessness, showing tremendous integrity and potential." - Reviewed by: Wine
Spectator - 94pts

65853

2011 Arterberry Maresh Pinot Noir Maresh Vineyard

$49.99

N/A

N/A

"The Arterberry Maresh 2011 Pinot Noir Maresh Vineyard pours forth an ethereally high-toned combination of red berry distillates, fresh berry
scents, and nut extracts. Ginseng tea and bittersweetly perfumed iris waft across generously juicy cherry and red currant, while mineral salts,
meat broth, mushroom stock and crustacean shell reduction all open the doors to umami and liberate the salivary glands in an incandescent
and ravishingly rejuvenating finish. Also reminiscent in this 2011 of a perfectly resolved, mature wine is the silken-smooth palate texture,
along with an almost airy sense of levity and elegance, yet all the while allied though to penetrating fruit and mineral intensity. I can’t
imagine it proving less than amazing through at least 2027." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

52537

2009 Ponzi Pinot Noir Reserve

$55.99

N/A

N/A

"Luisa Ponzi decided not to make any vineyard designates in the 2009 vintage so the 2009 Pinot Noir Reserve was the beneficiary of that
fruit. Dark ruby red in color, it exhibits an alluring perfume of cedar, Asian spices, incense, lilacs, black cherry, and black raspberry." Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91pts

43617

2009 Domaine Serene Pinot Noir Yamhill Cuvee

$44.99

N/A

N/A

"Sometimes in a challenging vintage such as 2009, it is the least expensive, blended wines that benefit most, perhaps because grapes
normally destined for the single-vineyard wines are redirected. Here, rich fruit flavors highlighted with streaks of caramel and toffee get things
rolling quickly. Berries and cherries, firm acids, pretty spice and a lingering butterscotch finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast - 91pts

45615

2008 Domaine Serene Pinot Noir Evenstad Reserve

$65.99

N/A

"Sleek and tangy, tightly focusing its cherry, raspberry and mineral flavors on a taut frame. Finishes with intensity and a hint of black olive." Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 93pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A
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48411

2010 Beaux Freres Pinot Noir The Beaux Freres Vineyard

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$79.99

N/A

N/A

"Explosively perfumed aromas of red and dark berry preserves, Asian spices and potpourri, with cola and vanilla accents building in the
glass. Sappy, broad and appealingly sweet, offering lively, spicy dark berry flavors with nuances of soy and candied flowers. Shows plenty of
upfront appeal and intense fruit, finishing smooth, spicy and very long." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 94pts

69957

2010 Stoller Vineyards Pinot Noir Reserve Dundee Hills

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"Lithe, vibrant and expressive, with black cherry, raspberry, smoke and spice notes vying for attention as the finish gains intensity." Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

52064

2009 Kelley Fox Pinot Noir Momtazi Vineyard McMinnville

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"Vivid red. Pungent, smoky aromas of blackberry, cherry-cola and licorice, with cracked pepper and anise notes adding complexity. Sappy,
penetrating dark berry flavors show very good density, picking up bitter cherry and spicecake qualities with air. Gentle acidity gives the wine
good spine. This ripe, lively pinot finishes with impressive punch and spicy persistence." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 91pts

71112

2010 Argyle Brut Rose

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"Delicate wisps of watermelon, rhubarb and loamy earth combine enticingly in the aromas and flavors of this delicate and dry rosé
sparkler." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

72850

2011 Ponzi Pinot Noir Reserve

$55.99

N/A

"Deep red. Pungent red berry, cherry pit, wilted rose and sassafras scents, with hints of vanilla and woodsmoke in the background. Shows
very good clarity and lift on the palate, offering juicy redcurrant, bitter cherry and floral flavors that flesh out and gain sweetness in the
mid-palate. Sappy, smoky and focused on the finish, which features dusty tannins and a whiplash of vibrant red fruit and floral pastille
qualities." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 92pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

